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The Dumpus is not your newspaper. The reading of it, however, should be undertaken by those students and faculty interested in instilling adult attitudes and sophisticated outlooks in the university, in developing culture and destroying the present collegiate kindergarten that exists in Portland. Primarily, we recommend Dumpus for those students who can read!

I DONT CARE WHO YOU ARE
I SAY NO STUDYING IN HERE

Dumpus Staff:

Editor: Ripp D. Profits
Columnists: Walter Wenchy, Ann Slander
Reporters: Dean Widin, Clark Kent, Bea Zeebody, John Goodie
Photography: Milliard Ollerscale
Art: Norman Inwell

Library Improves

Students watched in horror last week as one of their fellows was electrocuted attempting to enter the library music room. Contrary to a previous report, the tragedy was not the result of the usual bolt of static electricity with which students are so familiar, but was the work of the new electric security system installed under the direction of head librarian Margaret Devaluate. The system is designed to keep studiers out of the music room, periodical room, conference room, third floor men's room, library display case, and any other place more comfortable than the 3' x 2' study "corrals." Miss Devaluate also plans to equip each stall with a stereophonic sound tract of authentic library overtones, such as page rustling, pencil scraping and head scratching. These tapes, recorded at a local junior high library, are designed to drown out the laughing, screaming, nagging, and chair crashed that usually resound through the library.

Cont. p. 2, col. 2
Upon return to our campus from our long awaited vacation this DumpUS reporter noticed great strides had been taken in our extensive building program. I am, of course, referring to the speedy construction of the new building overlooking the athletic field at the entrance to the parking lot. This is perhaps the greatest step forward our campus expansion has yet taken. We as students should take pride in the fact that the long standing need for such a structure has finally been realized. We should not let the small size of the structure fool us. It in no way reflects its importance to the university. Its importance is magnified when considering the great distance between the lower parking lot and our main complex of buildings. The first step toward our goal has now been taken, the construction of the structure itself, yet as always the university is slow in completing the finishing touches of the building. We must wait no longer for the use of this fine facility. The plumbing facilities must be installed with out delay. Upon investigation this reporter noticed no such steps have yet been taken.

It might also be beneficial if the crescent moon insignia be placed on the door so that individuals will understand the significance of the facility. The first reaction of the student body to this structure brought thoughts of doubt and inquisitive stares. Or that its importance and significance has come to light we must take pride in the advances in science and its adaptation to modern educational life.

JOKE OF THE WEEK:

DumpUS

cont. from page 1

To compliment these and many more minor improvements the library staff has been forced to refrain from switching the lights until 10:45 when they automatically go into warning flashes. This gives students an extra hour of goofing off.

DumpUS

UNDERACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

(DumpUS will spasmodically award congratulations to those students and faculty at U.P. whose underachievements are better left unsaid.)

The Classics Illustrated Award

To those students who understood the Roundtable to be a tale of King Arthur and the Knights.

The Bret Maverick Scholarship

To those dedicated players who occupy the cafeteria from 8A.M. till 4P.M.

advertisement: "FASHION TIPS"

Remember with all formal attire white socks are mandatory.

"Can't be beat,
Look so neat,
"reflects the heat,
From your feet.

GO-000 AYLFR'S."